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Artist’s Rendering. National Music Centre anchors south entry to East Village.

“AS THE CORE INFRASTRUCTURE AND CONSTRUCTION 
PROGRAMS – ASIDE FROM THE NEW CENTRAL LIBRARY 
 – OF THE EAST VILLAGE COMMUNITY WRAP UP, WE NEED 
TO CONSIDER THE FUTURE OF OUR ORGANIZATION AND 
OUR PEOPLE. WE NEED TO FUEL OUR PROJECT PIPELINE. 
WE HAVE BROUGHT DISCIPLINE AND EXPERTISE TO 
INNER-CITY BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT AND RETURNED 
GREAT DEVELOPMENT VALUE TO OUR SHAREHOLDER. 
TODAY, WE ARE PUTTING UP OUR HAND FOR MORE WORK.

– LYLE EDWARDS, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, CMLC
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In March 2014, our Shareholder – The City of Calgary – approved CMLC’s 
2014-2016 Business Plan. This 2015 Business Plan Update details the specific 
tasks and programs being delivered by CMLC over the course of the next 12 
months in support of our three-year business plan objectives.

2015 is a proud year for both our team at CMLC and The City of Calgary.

During this year – which we’ve dubbed The Great Move-In of 2015 to 
celebrate the arrival of residents, retail and the opening of St. Patrick’s Island 
– the vision for East Village truly becomes reality. The success of the vision 
and its execution by CMLC and our development partners will be seen on the 
delighted faces of 800 new East Villagers who will move in this summer. The 
many trials and tribulations of delivering the East Village master plan over the 
past seven years will be quickly forgotten, and a new era will begin in this once 
neglected neighbourhood. 

Of course, we won’t be resting on our laurels. CMLC will continue to prioritize 
the public infrastructure improvement program across East Village and 
throughout The Rivers District for the benefit and enjoyment of all Calgarians, 
and significant milestones will be reached this year.

In August 2015, a reimagined St. Patrick’s Island will emerge as a new regional 
park and urban breathing space in the Bow River after four years of master 
planning, design and construction. Calgarians expressed a deep connection 
to the island during extensive public consultations, and we’re confident they’ll 
be pleased with the harmony between natural systems, gathering places and 
recreational opportunities. 

The New Central Library program will take a large step forward this summer 
as the LRT encapsulation program winds up and construction of the new 
edifice begins. CMLC will share and showcase the process of selecting 
public art for the new library, and we’ll introduce our artist-partners to the 
community of library and art lovers.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Public realm enhancements planned for Celebration Square and the 
Crossroads (including our Wheel of Women Initiative) will excite and engage 
new, prospective and current residents. A 3rd Street Public Realm strategy, as 
well as a strategy for commuter access in and out of East Village, will  
be described.

The multiyear construction program on an East Village urban shopping  
centre by RioCan Real Estate Investment Trust will break ground on 4th 
Avenue SE this year, and EV’s Hilton Hotel is well underway. A refurbished 
historic Simmons Building, operated by the retail trio of Charbar, Sidewalk 
Citizen Bakery and Phil & Sebastian Coffee Roasters, will open its doors this 
summer to welcome hungry newcomers and curious long-time residents. As 
they do so, they are fulfilling our retail vision for a dynamically active, dawn-
to-dusk riverfront. 

Three new residential projects – the next era of consumer offerings in East 
Village – will be unveiled to Calgary’s strong real estate market and make our 
community accessible to a broader range of potential owners and also, for the 
first time, to renters.

CMLC will consider investment in the National Music Centre to cement 
its potential as a dynamic Canadian hub of musical performance, history, 
exhibitions and collaboration. Our increased commitment to the project will 
trigger further support from our provincial and federal counterparts and the 
private sector, which will ensure the successful completion of this key resource 
for Calgarians and visitors.  

As developers and retailers alike have come to understand the value of the 
East Village project, our available inventory of land has been snapped up, 
and today, just three parcels remain. This will make our land sales program 
more specialized and strategic in order to attract investment in these parcels 
appropriately for the community and profitably for our Shareholder.

Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir. Aviv Fried, of Sidewalk Citizen Bakery. Artist’s rendering of RioCan shopping centre in EV.
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The timeline to deliver a rejuvenated East Village is 20 years, and many would 
say we are ahead of schedule. While our progress is measurable – more than 
$2 billion in planned investment has been attracted to EV since 2010 – and 
many parts of master plan infrastructure are well advanced, including, Jack 
and Jean Leslie RiverWalk™, the New Central Library, Simmons Buidling, 
National Music Centre and many others, we are maintaining momentum. 
Since its inception in 2007, CMLC has become a development company 
with brownfield redevelopment expertise, extensive public engagement and 
marketing skills, and leadership and political know-how. For this reason, as  
we continue to passionately advance East Village this year, CMLC will also 
devote significant time and energy to securing a new development project. 

We need to fuel our project pipeline. This is responsible planning – we are 
considering the future of our young and talented team and seeking ways we 
can best serve our city and our Shareholder. Indeed, at the request of our 
Shareholder and board of directors, we are using energy and resources to 
consider and articulate potential development solutions for West Village and 
17th (International) Avenue SE. 

It’s going to be an exciting  
and fulfilling year!

~$357 MILLION
C M L C  I N V E S T M E N T

H A S  AT T RAC T E D

~$2.4 BILLION
P L A N N E D  I N V E S T M E N T

WHICH IS  EXPECTED TO DELIVER

~$725 MILLION
C R L  R E V E N U E
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Placemaking and community building are core competencies 
of the CMLC team. The two are inextricably linked, and our 
approach, rooted in community participation, combines the 
planning and design of public spaces with their programming 
and management. More than simply delivering better urban 
design, our placemaking efforts strengthen the connection 
between places, experiences and people. We measure our success 
by public use and the connections – social, cultural, economic 
and ecological – that we forge.

CMLC builds community through placemaking in three ways: 
Investing in, Programming and Engaging the Community.  
The three efforts have combined in the past seven years to 
transform one of the city’s least desirable neighbourhoods into 
one of its most eagerly anticipated communities and its most-
appreciated destinations. 

P L AC E M A K I N G  A N D  CO M M U N I T Y  B U I L D I N G

Proposed M2 commercial development in EV. Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir.
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Since 2007, CMLC has committed approximately $357 million to East Village 
infrastructure and development programs to create an urban village that could 
attract new development to the community. Our investment has resulted in 
$2.4 billion of planned development in EV, with more to come – development 
that is expected to deliver $725 million of CRL revenues for the Shareholder.

Our infrastructure investment has connected East Village with neighbours 
and communities in every direction, ending the isolation that contributed to 
the neglect and bad behaviour that characterized EV for decades. RiverWalk, 
the pedestrian and cycling promenade, was the bellwether of change in East 
Village – it connected the neighbourhood to its forgotten riverfront, created 
connections west to downtown and east to Fort Calgary and Inglewood, and 
signalled to all Calgarians that here was a neighbourhood where many modes 
of transportation would be employed and enjoyed. 

The 4th Street pedestrian, cycle and vehicle underpass links EV to Calgary 
Stampede grounds and Victoria Park, close neighbours from which it was 
separated for a century; and the Elbow River Traverse brings Inglewood, an 
eclectic cousin of East Village, within comfortable reach. St. Patrick’s Bridge 
not only makes East Village accessible to residents of Bridgeland, but will also 
bring the new regional park on St. Patrick’s Island into reach and into focus for 
all Calgarians this summer and for many seasons to come. 

The final, crucial link – to downtown and corporate Calgary – will continue 
to be forged in 2015 as the New Central Library begins construction. In 2018, 
a new gateway will invite downtowners into East Village and give residents an 
innovative portal to the west of the city. 

Since its inception, CMLC has programmed the public spaces of East Village 
with novel events, festivals and celebrations that position the community 
with future home buyers and business operators as a unique downtown 
entertainment destination and a desirable place to live, work, eat, shop, visit 
and recreate. 

In 2015, we will not disappoint Calgarians, who have come to expect 
imagination, inspiration and memorable gatherings in East Village.

When St. Patrick’s Island opens this summer, CMLC and community 
volunteers will deliver a variety of public events – from opening festivities to 
nature walks, movie nights and performances – to introduce and educate the 
public on how to enjoy the many year-round active and passive recreation 
opportunities in the park.

This summer, as CMLC prepares to open the historic Simmons Building with 
a trio of local restaurateurs, new programming opportunities to activate the 
riverfront area present themselves. Pop-up patios, culinary art exhibitions 
and community cooking classes and food fests will showcase the strengths of 
RiverWalk and RiverWalk Plaza as gathering places, and also present  
East Village as an ‘Eat’ Village, a food destination for EV residents and 
Calgarians alike.

I n v e s t i n g  i n  C o m m u n i t y P r o g r a m m i n g  t h e  C o m m u n i t y

East Village Crew in action.Opens, summer 2015.FIRST Owner. Beakerhead installation along RiverWalk.
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CMLC has spent the past several years introducing Calgarians-at-large to 
the neighbourhood; during The Great Move-In of 2015, a great deal of 
the team’s energy will be devoted to introducing new neighbours to old and 
integrating the two communities. We’ll provide new East Villagers and long-
standing residents with opportunities to meet one another informally and 
discover and enjoy the many amenities of their shared neighbourhood. We’ll 
bring newcomers and old-timers together in activities, on East Village streets, 
in their respective buildings and in our common park spaces so that they can 
find common ground and celebrate their shared community. 

The New Central Library was a focus of much public engagement in 2014 as 
Calgarians were informed of the evolving design plans for the library. In 2015, 
ongoing outreach related to the program, particularly the construction start of 
the edifice itself and the introduction of the public art program, will keep the 
NCL top of mind. 

This year, we’ll also review plans for our hugely popular community garden, 
an amenity that already engages many seniors and is destined to appeal to 

many health-conscious, locavore newcomers as well. The garden is slated for 
expansion and relocation in 2016 to its permanent home in the Crossroads, 
near RiverWalk, so that more residents may gain access to plots. 

3rd Street Public Realm research and other initiatives are also priorities as we 
work through our plan objectives this year. With the goal of creating a cohesive 
visual identity for 3rd Street and favour the pedestrian experience, CMLC 
has selected a prime design consultant. The favourable design team will be 
responsible for designing improvements to the streetscape along the east and 
west sides of 3rd Street SE between 9th Avenue and Riverfront Avenue within 
the context of The City of Calgary’s (Draft) Civic District Public Realm Strategy.  

Safety within any community is of paramount importance, and in 2014, CMLC 
engaged the community through the creation of a Neighbourhood Safety 
Committee that will act as an advocacy group to bring forward ideas related to 
community security and well-being as the neighbourhood populates and fills 
in. One initiative will be to provide a Calgary Police Services office that will be 
used by officers patrolling East Village.

E n g a g i n g  t h e  C o m m u n i t y

Evolution construction. St. Patrick’s Bridge.
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CMLC’s team has adopted guiding principles that have led  
our actions since 2007 and will continue to lead us in 2015 and 
beyond: Redevelop, implement and activate public infrastructure 
to meet the needs of the community and The City of Calgary; 
Manage the investment in land and infrastructure for optimal 
financial returns; Demonstrate leading practices for sustainable 
development; Demonstrate innovative and effective operating 
processes and practices.

The guiding principles help focus our team and establish  
strategic priorities.

C M LC  G U I D I N G  P R I N C I P L E S 

Rooftop patio of Verve will delight new residents.
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1 32 4
REDEVELOP, IMPLEMENT AND ACTIVATE PUBLIC 
INFRASTRUCTURE TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE 
COMMUNITY AND THE CITY OF CALGARY AS SOLE 
SHAREHOLDER.

 In 2007, The City of Calgary adopted The Rivers District Community 
Revitalization Plan, which was a catalyst for the creation of CMLC and the 
redevelopment of East Village. Since then, the progress of East Village has been 
a product of the shared vision of The City of Calgary and CMLC.

CMLC added value to that investment with the creation of the East Village 
master plan and then the construction of critical infrastructure and innovative 
public spaces from RiverWalk to the New Central Library. As infrastructure 
and public spaces were completed, CMLC invited Calgarians to the 
neighbourhood through innovative programming and events. This year,  
that infrastructure will be enjoyed by the first group of new residents in over  
a decade. 

Assuming CMLC is awarded a new development opportunity – like  
West Village or 17th Avenue (International Avenue) SE or another Transit-
Oriented Development – we will implement an infrastructure strategy  
befitting the community to ensure the neighbourhood achieves its highest  
and greatest potential.

DEMONSTRATE LEADING PRACTICES FOR SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT.
 
 

East Village is designed from the ground up to be a sustainable community 
with a master plan that integrates our three goals of environmental 
stewardship, social well-being and economic prosperity. 

To ensure that we are building an economically sustainable development, 
we selected residential development partners who have delivered successful 
sustainable communities across North America. To foster social well-being, 
we are creating closer ties with our neighbours and building and bringing to 
life unique public spaces, including RiverWalk, Riverfront Lane, Celebration 
Square, Crossroads and St. Patrick’s Island. These destination amenities 
both encourage active outdoor lifestyles for all Calgarians and employ 
environmental design principles that aid in crime prevention.

To promote environmental sustainability, we respectfully restore heritage 
assets and employ best practices in infrastructure construction to minimize 
impacts on the landscape. The construction of the St. Patrick’s Bridge was 
carried out when fish populations would be least disturbed; the rejuvenation 
of the Simmons Building successfully strikes the balance between the 
preservation of a historical landmark and a long future of use and support by 
the community. This summer, Calgarians will experience St. Patrick’s Island 
as never before, with its natural systems restored and new gathering places 
built, thus making it an integral and sustainable part of the community for 
years to come.

MANAGE THE INVESTMENT IN LAND AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
FOR OPTIMAL FINANCIAL RETURNS.

Through the sale of developable land parcels to residential and commercial 
development partners – and the start and completion of construction on new 
projects – we have begun to realize a return on our investment in infrastructure. 

In 2015, we will prepare Block K, the centre parcel in East Village, for divestment. 
Block K requires the re-engagement of our master planner, Broadway Malyan, to 
imagine the potential of the site in full consideration of the EV redevelopment 
program and the remaining community needs. 

Additionally, in collaboration with our colleagues at The City, we will acquire and 
market the remnant lands on the New Central Library site for a complementary 
commercial development. And we will breathe new energy into both the St. Louis 
Hotel and the Cecil Hotel site as we assess and plan their highest and greatest 
future potential.

The sale of Block R to Cidex Developments Ltd. will result in our first  
residential rental development, a project of approximately 221 units. The 
development permit application has been submitted and we are anticipating a  
fall ground breaking. 

The sale of two small parcels located on 7th Avenue SE near 5th Street SE 
(formerly owned by the Fire Fighters Association) will enable the delivery 
of a holistic master planned block in the core of the community. Within this 
block, CMLC will work with our city partners to assume a lease for the current 
Hostelling International operation so that its future can be considered and 
planned within the broader needs of the assembled block.

Combined with CMLC’s plans, newly stimulated development activity outside 
East Village but within The Rivers District – by local and national developers – 
supports our CRL objectives in support of our Shareholders expectations.

DEMONSTRATE INNOVATIVE AND EFFECTIVE OPERATING 
PROCESSES AND PRACTICES.

Since our inception, CMLC has found innovative approaches to daunting 
development and construction challenges. We have proven ourselves an 
entrepreneurial group of nimble, hands-on doers and placemakers in the 
ongoing implementation of The Rivers District Community Revitalization Plan. 

As we took on a leadership role with the New Central Library in 2014, we 
chose a project management approach and identified processes to work 
efficiently and effectively with our partner The City of Calgary, the many 
project stakeholders and the public to keep all parties engaged, informed and 
excited. Along the way, we worked to solve the significant challenge of making 
it possible to build a community landmark over an operating transit line.

As CMLC moves forward in 2015 and considers ways to apply this expertise 
to other opportunities, some of the policies, processes and practices we have 
developed will be formalized for ease of repeated application.
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In 2007, CMLC adopted a mission and vision that were intended 
to steer our organization in all circumstances, regardless of yearly 
business goals, marketing and engagement strategies, type of 
work or leadership. We have adhered to these values for the past 
eight years and trust that they’ll guide us for many more years 
through many more projects.

C M LC  M I SS I O N ,  V I S I O N ,  VA LU E S 

Artist’s rendering of the New Central Library. Illustration:Mir
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CMLC is a team of passionate, experienced placemakers that brings  
new energy to old neighbourhoods, creates credibility and confidence,  
and inspires communities to build, grow and believe.

CMLC is Calgary’s go-to placemaker for urban redevelopment.

M i s s i o n Vi s i o n Va l u e s

Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir. Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir.

In 2013, the staff of CMLC engaged in a workshop to articulate the explicit 
and espoused corporate values of the organization. Today, CMLC continues 
to build a strong and positive corporate culture based on these values, which 
will guide us as we embark upon the work outlined in this business plan.

1 .  I N N OVAT I O N 

Through a sense of purpose and global awareness, we develop 
solutions that exceed expectations.

We are placemakers dedicated to building communities that belong among 
the best in the world. We balance the need for infrastructure and placemaking 
investments with sound financial accountability. And, we study best practices 
and constantly grow our expertise to bring the best new solutions to 
development situations.
 
 
 

I N N OVAT I O N  AT  WO R K :  
T H E  E V  R E TA I L  S T R AT E GY 

The retail strategy for East Village needed to satisfy two distinct needs: 
the creation and nurturing of the ‘urban village’ character of EV, as well 
as the needs of residents to easily access everyday goods. CMLC’s strategy 
combined ‘Urban Format’ city-sized box stores with one-of-a-kind ‘Village 
Format’ retailers who would provide a more personal experience. The historic 
Simmons Building presented the CMLC team with the opportunity to 
activate the strategy through the creation of a boutique riverside destination 
in partnership with a unique operator group that would complement the 
character of the former mattress factory. The group chosen, three high-profile 
local culinary personalities and artisans, fits perfectly within the strategy, 
ensuring that this beloved landmark will retain its character while more 
prosaic services are provided close by.
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3 .  AC C O U N TA B I L I T Y

We are responsible stewards of our business, effectively capitalizing 
on opportunities. 

We bring the best people in the business to the table, because we know we 
don’t have all the answers – and we hold them, and ourselves, to the highest 
possible standards of measurability, accountability and responsibility. We 
demand inventiveness and creativity that’s grounded in business strategy and 
in the realization of the vision.

AC C O U N TA B I L I T Y  AT  WO R K :  
R E S TO R AT I O N  A N D  R E B I R T H

It is tempting, when faced with knotty geographies and buildings, to look for 
an easier, more efficient way to bring about rejuvenation. But what is tempting 
isn’t always right, and in the restoration of EV’s historical assets, as well as the 
re-imagining of St. Patrick’s Island, CMLC has sought to be accountable to 
the truth of time. The Simmons Building has retained key detailing that will 
make its original story live on: the chutes that transported mattress stuffing, 
the freight elevator and the ghost writing on the exterior are a few examples. 
The King Eddy has been taken apart brick by brick and will be reassembled as 
such for the future National Music Centre operation. On St. Patrick’s Island, 
the re-imagining and master planning process included a profound return to 
roots that resulted in the re-opening of a channel filled a century ago and the 
re-introduction of species long lost to the island. Next up in 2015: carefully 
and appropriately finding ways to help the Cecil Hotel site and the St. Louis 
Hotel find new uses.  

2 .  C O L L A B O R AT I O N 

We engage and rely on others to help implement our initiatives.  
Our successes are shared.

 We are team players who know that it’s more productive to be collaborative 
than adversarial, and we seek common ground without compromising 
values. We’re grounded and practical, engaged and approachable – not only 
to the people we work with internally but also with our community partners, 
municipal colleagues and the developers who invest in our projects.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N  AT  WO R K : 
A  C O M M U N I T Y  O F  S TA K E H O L D E R S

It takes many teams to build an urban village, and successful collaboration 
with a wide range of stakeholders and participants has become a point 
of pride for the CMLC team. Our team recognizes the value of a master 
plan – RiverWalk, St. Patrick’s Island, and, of course, East Village itself 
are the result of extensive team efforts. The New Central Library program 
involved The City, the public and Calgary Public Library as part of a complex 
programmatic and design effort. CMLC is a team of listeners and facilitators 
with a deep understanding of every aspect of project development, productive 
relationships with many players, and a firm grasp of the overarching vision. 
This combination of skills and creativity helps CMLC steer the process so that 
many options are considered in a progressive atmosphere, and all stakeholders 
get what they need from the project.   

Performer on RiverWalk Plaza.St. Patrick’s Island redevelopment.
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5 .  PA S S I O N

We are unrelenting in our desire to create stronger communities.

We believe that what we do brings value to neighbourhoods and urban areas 
and to the lives of the people who live there. We are passionate about making 
cities better, about making neighbourhoods more livable, about building the 
future. We believe passionately, and our passion makes believers of others.

PA S S I O N  AT  WO R K :  O U R  T E A M

From the earliest days of a renewed East Village – during the early days of 
construction before a critical mass of progress had formed and the naysayers 
outnumbered the Facebook ‘Likes’ – the CMLC team was steadfast in its belief 
in the vision for East Village. At every event, we showed up in force, friends 
and family in tow, smiled for the photographers and filled in the gaps. At 
the terrible time of the flood, we went far beyond the call of duty to ensure 
that East Villagers and their homes were safe and sound. Not because we 
had to, but because we care about this place – not just intellectually, but also 
emotionally and for the long haul.  

4 .  E N T R E P R E N E U R I A L I S M 

To effectively seize opportunities, our team is empowered to take 
leveraged, creative, proactive risk.

CMLC is a group of doers, problem-solvers and solution-finders who value the 
opportunity-seeking, swift-moving, action-oriented, new-blood spirit of the 
entrepreneur. We seek the innovative and we relish strong characters. Driven, 
we are self-starters with follow through and stick-to-it professionalism.

E N T R E P R E N E U R I A L I S M  AT  WO R K :  
I N N OVAT I N G  F O R  P R O F I T

Since its inception, CMLC has been resolutely focused on returning value and 
tax revenue to our sole Shareholder, The City of Calgary. To date, our efforts 
in East Village have attracted more than $2 billion in planned investment in 
the neighbourhood, and this is expected to return some $725 million in CRL 
revenue. We are satisfied that we’ve gained necessary expertise to apply our 
knowledge in other projects; our small, nimble and ambitious team is ready for 
our next challenge and confident that we can continue to deliver.

Activities in East Village.
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As stated, this document is an update to our 2014-2016 Business 
Plan. So, while our business goals remain constant, we have 
deliverables this year which allow for the move-in of residents, 
the advancement of infrastructure programs, community and 
developer engagement and the work of the organization to secure 
new projects and assist the Shareholder to advance their bigger, 
longer-term plans.

2015 BUSINESS GOALS AND BUSINESS PLAN UPDATE
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21 3
IMPLEMENT PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
THROUGHOUT THE RIVERS DISTRICT. 

While more and more EV infrastructure is now complete – the start of 
work on the New Central Library and the delivery of the St. Patrick’s Bridge 
being just two high points of 2014 – there are still important pieces of 
infrastructure to advance in 2015. 

The New Central Library, Simmons Building, St. Patrick’s Island, RiverWalk 
Stage 2 and important assets – including the Cecil Hotel, St. Louis Hotel  
and Enoch House – will all be the focus of infrastructure work in 2015. 
Details of these projects are outlined in the Infrastructure Delivery chapter 
on page 47.

CMLC will also continue to support our current developers, and aid two 
new developer partners through the development process. 

EXECUTE THE FINANCIAL STRATEGY.

CMLC will continue to ensure that our developer partners’ projects progress 
successfully so that the planned contribution to the Community Revitalization 
Levy is realized. We will also carefully steward our infrastructure construction 
projects to achieve the best result for our construction dollar and carefully plan 
for and manage the potential for cost escalation in our construction pricing. In 
2015 and beyond, we will apply particular diligence to the ongoing, complex 
construction of the New Central Library. In addition, our own administrative 
costs will be closely monitored so that we continue to track spending at or 
under budget.

ENGAGE THE PUBLIC IN EAST VILLAGE.

As described throughout this business plan, engaging Calgarians on multiple 
levels is an ongoing goal of CMLC. In 2015, we will have numerous occasions 
to do so as East Village greets new residents during The Great Move-

In of 2015. There will be celebrations of openings, innovative events and 
programming, new digital connections and more. 

As new neighbours join longtime residents of East Village, CMLC will 
encourage and facilitate ways for both groups to meet one another, discover 
and enjoy the many amenities of East Village together. Chief among new 
amenities during the summer of 2015 will be the reopened Simmons Building 
on RiverWalk and a rejuvenated St. Patrick’s Island. The Simmons Building, 
which will be operated by three well-known local restaurateurs, is the first key 
step in the realization of an active, day-to-night riverfront – and of our retail 
vision, with includes both boutique and urban-format stores. St. Patrick’s 
Island is the 31-acre island in the Bow River that has been master planned 
and reimagined, with the help of Calgarians, as a recreational playground 
and urban breathing space for all. A multitude of events and festivities will 
introduce these two amenities to residents old and new as well as Calgarians 
to help them understand everything they have to offer.    

As work progresses on the New Central Library, we will engage and inform 
the public on construction progress, on the choice of an artist (or artists) to 
bring the building’s public art program to life, and to build excitement for the 
eventual opening.

We will continue to successfully operate the East Village Sales and Experience 
Centre, a key touch point for prospective residents of East Village and the 
place where the East Village vision is most effectively presented to visitors. 
In anticipation of bringing new developer partners and projects to EV, our 

brand story will grow into a second sales centre being delivered by our newest 
residential developer partner (Knightsbridge Homes) at the corner of 4th 
Street and 8th Avenue SE. Evolving retail and placemaking education will be 
the focus of our storytelling on this secondary site, and the main vision will 
continue to occupy the East Village Sales and Experience Centre headquarters 
on Riverfront Avenue.

With the ever-expanding and evolving use of digital media, the East Village 
website, evexperience.com, is being revamped in 2015 in response to analytics 
that indicate where people spend time on the site and to more effectively guide 
them through the expanded offerings of East Village from both a lifestyle 
and real estate perspective on desktop, mobile and other platforms. We will 
incorporate new digital tools that make it easy for Calgarians and prospects to 
find out what they want and need to know about East Village. 

Similarly, the CMLC website will be updated to reflect the scope of projects 
being delivered by the CMLC team and highlight the development status and 
program for each. Both the EV and CMLC websites will continue to capture 
email registrations to allow us to provide broad communications and updates 
about East Village to our database.

Construction of the National Music Centre is continuing, and this landmark 
building is truly taking impressive shape. In 2015, CMLC will make an 
important investment in the NMC, which will unlock further investment from 
provincial and federal bodies. It will also give CMLC an opportunity to help 
co-ordinate marketing of the NMC to ensure its story, as part of the EV vision, 
is widely told and understood.
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CMLC has a select few development opportunities remaining, and in Q4 
2015, we will bring forward two parcels: Block K, which encompasses The 
Riff between 4th and 5th streets SE and 7th and 8th avenues SE; and the NCL 
remnant parcel at the northern tip of the New Central Library site.
 
CMLC will actively engage the development community in North America 
to find developers with projects that will put these remaining land parcels to 
their highest and best use according to the master plan, while maximizing their 
value to the community and the Shareholder. Our land sales strategy requires 
a specialized marketing approach, niche and national in reach, to ensure that 
suitable and capable business partners are attracted. 

As we acquire the Cecil Hotel site, CMLC will begin an analysis of the parcel 
that will prepare it for a new chapter in its long and storied life. Its historical 
worth will be assessed, along with its development potential and the ways it 
might fit into the master planned vision for East Village.

For West Village, we will present key constraints and opportunities to our 
Shareholder, and consult on overall direction and next steps, which may 
include further environmental investigations or other work. 

For 17th Avenue SE (International Avenue), CMLC has worked closely 
with The City of Calgary, Transportation Department, to carefully consider 
the impact of Council approved plans on the community. We have worked 
together to identify methods to reduce the required road right-of-way and 
resulting impact on property owners. The results of this work will be provided 
to the Shareholder and next steps discussed.

ENGAGE THE DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY.
 
 

For CMLC and our pioneering developer partners, Embassy BOSA and 
FRAM+Slokker, 2015 is the proud year during which new residents will 
move into the first newly-completed condominium towers of the new era of 
East Village. As a tangible fulfillment of the vision for the EV lifestyle, and a 
demonstration to the development community across North America of the 
success of the EV master plan, 2015 has no equal.       

As residents begin to move into the community this summer, the delivery 
of retail services and commercial development is critical. A hybrid retail 
strategy – which combines urban-scaled retail offerings with convenience-
oriented services – will continue to be advanced with both our commercial 
and residential developer partners to ensure that a coordinated and thematic 
approach is realized. Our coordinated program will deliver the right retail 
categories and sizes to ensure that a unique and active retail personality is 
established for the community.

Land inventory in East Village has rapidly dwindled since Embassy BOSA 
and FRAM+Slokker committed to EV in 2010 and 2011. Since that time, we 
announced land sales and development concepts by the Widewaters Group 
for EV’s new Hilton Hotel; by XYC Design and Developments for M2, a 
commercial project along the Bow River; and a residential concept called N3 
designed to accommodate a Gen Y demographic by Knightsbridge Homes. We 
have also brokered many joint venture relationships along the way, including 
the important RioCan/Embassy BOSA program on the former Calgary Police 
Association lands and have assisted in the ALT Hotel development discussions.

EXPLORE STRATEGIC OPTIONS. 

 

The redevelopment of East Village has been greatly enhanced by the ever-
growing placemaking skills of the small, nimble CMLC team, which include 
planning, engineering, construction, design, marketing, community 
relations, programming and communications, as well as relationships with an 
international roster of developers, master planners and architectural firms that 
include some of the best-known groups in the world. 

To best leverage our varied skill set – and to ensure that we continue to meet 
the needs and future objectives of our Shareholder – we are investigating 
placemaking/redevelopment opportunities across The Rivers District, and 
more broadly that require a specialized approach. 

Within The Rivers District, potential projects being considered for approval 
include the GreenLine (SE Setway); the CPR underpass at MacLeod Trail and 
1st Street SE; 9th Avenue Bridge; and a pedestrian and cycling study.

Outside The Rivers District, 2015 work and considerations include West 
Village, 17th (International) Avenue SE and other Transit-Oriented 
Development (TOD) sites.

4 5
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For the past several years, Calgary has been a beacon of 
economic growth in Canada, by far and away the jurisdiction 
with the highest numbers of inbound migration (per capita), 
employment, personal spending, home sales and a leader by 
virtually every other metric. Some of those indicators will 
change in 2015. Calgary Real Estate Board (CREB) anticipates 
that uncertainty in the economic climate is expected to cool 
housing market conditions this year. Low oil prices, reduced 
influx of migrants and reduced employment opportunities 
are predicted to dampen consumer confidence and investor 
interest. A measured approach is being cautioned.

E CO N O M I C  A N D  R E TA I L  C L I M AT E  O U T LO O K
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Certainly, some cooling off, after a red-hot 2014, is expected. The CREB report, 
released in January this year, said sales will remain consistent with long-term 
levels, forecasting overall MLS sales to fall by 4% in 2015. (2014 sales were 
close to 15% above the long-term trend.) Last year, multi-family starts were 
projected to hit 10,500 units, the second highest level of production since 
1978. High demand, low rental stock, and low standing inventory provided 
developers the incentives they needed to initiate new projects. In 2015 and 
2016, starts are expected to decrease to 8,000 and 6,500 units respectively. In 
2015, moderating economic conditions, coupled with an elevated number 
of units under construction, rising inventories and more choice in the resale 
market will contribute to a slower pace of construction. 

Pressures observed in the rental market during the past two years will begin 
to ease throughout 2015 and 2016, as migration to Calgary moderates and 
inventory currently under construction is released and absorbed.

And while some sales indicators were down at the end of 2014 – 7.5% from a 
year ago – the average home price of $475,036 was up by 4.5%. Royal LePage 
said standard condominiums also experienced robust growth, rising 9.1% to 
$311,644 last year.

The pre-sale market enjoyed healthy activity in 2014 posting over 1640 sales 
(136 per month). In review of the new condominium market in the Downtown 
and Beltline areas there are 31 active/pending projects currently selling, under 
construction or expected to launch by Q2, 2015. Combined these projects 
represent some 6,000 units; 4,600 have been released and in total 3,727 have 
sold. Today there is less than a one year supply of market ready product in the 
core and while this is an attractive metric for developers, uncertain economic 
factors are causing developers to revisit and re-prioritize their objectives.

Recently an announcement by the Bank of Canada saw lending rates reduced 
by one – quarter percent of 1% to 0.75%. This decision is in response to 
the recent sharp drop in oil prices, which will be negative for growth and 
underlying inflation in Canada. A reduction of this nature, may trigger lower 
mortgage rates, which may be helpful for Calgarians who are interested in 
assuming mortgages (or re-negotiating mortgages) and will be used as a 
marketing tool by developers to move more residential product.

Artist’s Rendering. Rooftop resident amenity space in FIRST by FRAM+Slokker. Artist’s Rendering. Artist’s Rendering. RioCan site along 3rd Street SE.
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Artist’s Rendering. Inside your Evolution condo. Artist’s rendering of 4th Street SE.

According to recent news reports, Alberta households outspend other 
Canadian cities by $10,000 per household for goods and services. And while 
luxury brands may be forecasting flat growth vs 2014, the retail outlook for the 
city is generally still strong and retailers remain optimistic about the effects of 
lower oil prices.

According to the Colliers Fall Market Report (2014), over the last five years 
(2009-2014) vacancy rates in Calgary have fluctuated no more than 0.60% 
indicating a very strong market. Calgary is still viewed as a bright light on the 
Canadian retail scene, while national and international retailers continue to 
actively pursue prime suburban and urban locations in the city to gain more 
market share. The recent exit of Target from the Canadian landscape will allow 
other mass-merchandizers (Home Depot, Walmart, and Canadian Tire) to 
negotiate attractive locations and lease privileges.

Developers are addressing retailer demands by proposing 50 new projects in 
Calgary. According to Colliers, retailer demand for new space in Calgary has 
reached an all-time record high, in response to the interest level in The City of 
Calgary. There is more than 12.1 million square feet of site development in the 
planning, permitting and construction phases across the city. The majority of 
this density is planned within the context of suburban growth and expansion.
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In East Village, buyer interest continues to gain momentum 
as the neighbourhood vision comes to life and progress is 
demonstrated through obvious and ongoing construction 
activity. The move-in of 800 new residents this summer will add 
to the appeal of East Village as a viable place to live. Developers 
Embassy BOSA and FRAM+Slokker experienced their strongest 
sales year since launch in 2012, with a 14% increase over 
previous year sales. 

R E S I D E N T I A L  SA L E S  P R O G R A M 

Artist’s Rendering. Evolution in EV welcomes new residents this year.
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This year, competition to attract Calgary’s condominium buyer is heating up 
as more and more developers announce projects within the Downtown and 
Beltline areas – in early 2015, CMLC is tracking 31 condominium projects. 

Despite this, CMLC is forecasting a sales absorption rate of 300 homes in 2015, 
comparable to that of 2014. Our optimism is based on the introduction of a 
new developer to East Village – Knightsbridge Homes – and new opportunities 
forthcoming from our current developer partners. These new projects will 
attract new demographics of residents to East Village and continue to generate 
awareness and interest in our diverse and dynamic urban village. Should these 
projects be delayed or interrupted by longer permitting timelines, our sales 
forecast will need to be revised.

N3 is imagined as a car-free, no-parking condominium project that dovetails 
with The City’s stated transportation objectives, the advancement of East 
Village as a Transit Oriented Development and the well-documented wishes 
of Gen-Y consumers. By designing a project that does not include parking 
spaces, developer Knightsbridge, while assuming risk, is responding to 
the vision of the EV master plan which calls for a wide range of residential 
housing options and by providing an affordable option that could be 
particularly competitive in times of economic uncertainty. Approval of 
the development permit for the 16-storey, 168-unit N3 is an important 
consideration in CMLC’s sales objectives for 2015, and to the maintenance of 
competitive quantities of condo inventory in East Village. If the permit is not 
approved, the site will be redesigned and sales goals and CRL commitment 
revised. A decision on the N3 application is expected in May.    

Early in 2015, the sale of Block R on the corner of 5th Street SE and 7th 
Avenue SE was announced to Cidex Developments Ltd, which will develop 
the first residential rental project in East Village. With strong demand for 
rental product continuing in the city, as noted by CREB and Colliers, we are 
confident that this planned 221-unit project will quickly find its audience. 
The Cidex Development program introduces 3-bedroom units to the mix of 
product in East Village.

K n i g h t s b r i d g e  H o m e s C i d e x  D e v e l o p m e n t s  L t d .

Artist’s Rendering. Artist’s Rendering.Artist’s Rendering.
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FRAM+Slokker, the developers who will deliver the 196-unit FIRST condo 
project in 2015, has had tremendous traction with their second project, 
Verve. As a result of the brisk sales pace, ground breaking is expected on 
Phase 1 of the project in early summer.
 

Pioneering developer Embassy BOSA will welcome owners to Fuse, the first 
phase of their Evolution project, early this summer. The firm will also begin 
its next residential offering, a 600-unit project (2 towers) above RioCan’s retail 
development of a Loblaw’s grocery store on the block bounded by 3rd and 4th 
streets SE, and 5th and 6th avenues SE. This important new project will bring 
new product and new interest to East Village with a developer that enjoys a 
relationship of trust and confidence with Calgarians.
   

F R A M + S l o k k e r E m b a s s y  B O S A 

Artist’s rendering of Verve by FRAM+Slokker.
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CMLC was created to implement infrastructure in The Rivers 
District, and the variety and complexity of projects our team has 
undertaken since 2007 ranges from raising the floodplain of East 
Village up to five feet to the construction of RiverWalk and the  
St. Patrick’s Bridge to the supervision of the master planning of  
St. Patrick’s Island. While most major infrastructure projects 
are now complete, the team continues to fulfill important 
infrastructure mandates, including acting as master developer  
for the New Central Library.

INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY IN EAST VILLAGE  
AND THE RIVERS DISTRICT 
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N E W  C E N T R A L  L I B R A RY 

Understanding that the New Central Library (NCL) would be an institution for 
the next century of Calgarians, we worked to find out the needs of library users 
by collaborating with Calgary Public Library on extensive public surveys, then 
held an international competition to ensure that the architects chosen would 
create the library of the future. 

When the opportunity came to take charge of the development of the NCL, 
we quickly accepted, confident that our expertise would carry us through a 
process that included management of one of the world’s great architectural 
teams and the encapsulation of the C-Train that was a necessary first step in 
construction. For the next four years, CMLC will steward the construction of 
the NCL to ensure that generations of Calgarians to come will enjoy the beauty 
and functionality of one of the city’s great new institutions.

In 2015, the construction of the LRT encapsulation will continue, starting with 
the installation of piles and foundations on the west side of the tracks. Specialty 
work on train signals, communication and traction power will be performed 

over nine weekend shutdowns that will see service interrupted between the 
Victoria Park Stampede station and City Hall. The placement of pre-cast 
concrete roof panels on the encapsulation structure will take place in August. 
Construction will conclude this fall with the replacement of the existing direct 
fixation track at the entrance to the encapsulation with new in-street track.

Preparation of construction documents for the library will begin in late 
January 2015. The building permit application for construction of the 
foundations will be submitted in mid-June 2015, followed by the application 
for the balance of the building in early August. The NCL will be tendered in 
four consecutive trade packages: Trade Package 1 – Excavation, Substructure 
and Site Services will be tendered in June and awarded in late July. Trade 
Package 2 – Superstructure, Elevators, Mechanical and Electrical Underground 
Services and Sleeving will be tendered in August and awarded in late 
September. Trade Package 3 – Interior Fit-up, Mechanical and Electrical Main 
Package will be tendered in late October 2015 and awarded in January 2016. 
Finally Trade Package 4 – Landscaping will be tendered in June and awarded 
in August. Construction of the NCL will begin with Trade Package 1 in 
September, 2015.  

I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  p r o j e c t s  u n d e r w a y  o r  p r o g r e s s i n g  i n  2 0 1 5  i n c l u d e : 

Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir. Artist’s Rendering. Illustration: Mir. Curated art program featured along RiverWalk.

An RFP for Public Art tendered in 2014 drew more than 230 submissions 
from around the world, from which six artists have been shortlisted. In early 
2015, an RFP will be issued to the shortlisted artists, and they will be invited 
to tour the community and NCL site and meet with library administration in 
February. CMLC has assembled a volunteer art committee from the broader 
business and art communities to act as our consultants in this effort to ensure  
a proper selection process is delivered. Our volunteer art committee will  
review the artists’ submissions to choose the most suited piece for the New 
Central Library. In late spring we will describe our art selection process, in 
an effort to begin a dialogue with Calgarians to educate and inform on our 
creative intentions.

S T.  PAT R I C K ’ S  I S L A N D

With the construction program on St. Patrick’s Island drawing to a close, the 
opening of St. Patrick’s Island will be one of the high points of 2015. This 31-
acre master planned recreational area – which includes trails for hiking and 
biking, plaza and amphitheatre, play areas and fountains, an elevated rise, as 
well as restored river channels – will open as a year-round destination for all 

Calgarians this summer. The island has been made more accessible than ever 
by the completion of the St. Patrick’s Bridge, which links the island to both East 
Village and to Bridgeland.

S I M M O N S  B U I L D I N G

After two years of renovation, restoration and refurbishment, the Simmons 
Building, a well-loved historical landmark on RiverWalk in East Village, will 
begin a new life as a community gathering place and restaurant with three 
renowned local operators in the summer of 2015. At the end of 2014, base 
building renovations were complete and the building was handed over to the 
tenants, who are in the process of installing and furnishing their spaces in view 
of the summer opening. The opening is scheduled to coincide with the move-
in of some 800 new residents into nearby EV condos this summer.
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O t h e r  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  p r o j e c t s  u n d e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n ,  u n d e r w a y 
o r  p r o g r e s s i n g  i n  2 0 1 5  i n c l u d e :

Artist’s Rendering.

3 R D  S T R E E T  S E  S T R E E T S C A P E  P R O G R A M

In 2015, CMLC will work with its prime design consultant on a streetscape 
improvement project that will visually and physically connect the urban realm 
around the New Central Library with 3rd Street SE. The objective is to create 
a cohesive visual identity for 3rd Street SE and to shift the hierarchy from a 
traffic dominated space to an integrated multi-modal space more respectful to 
cyclists and pedestrians. The design will create complementary and engaging 
public spaces from Riverfront Avenue to 9th Avenue SE, redefining the 
character of the streetscape through the thoughtful selection of new paving 
materials, fixed furnishings and lighting and planting.  
 
 

 
 
 

C E L E B R AT I O N  S Q UA R E

Dubbed C-Square by the CMLC team, the second urban square planned 
within East Village, is intended to be an open, interactive, flexible space along 
Riverfront Lane SE between 6th and 7th avenues SE. It will facilitate year 
round events and activities and in doing so will be integral to defining the 
character of the East Village. It will leverage the role of 4th Street SE as an 
urban corridor to become Calgary’s new celebration space. 

C-Square will have an entertainment role and will define a level of activity 
both day and night for citizens of all ages. The space will support the critical 
mass of activities necessary to serve as a vibrant centre-piece of the public 
realm. Because of the park is bisected by an active LRT line, the location is 
viewed as opportunistic for providing animation and dynamism to the public 
realm while providing exposure to Calgarians at large. 

Design of C-Square will be finalized this year; construction and opening will 
be 2016.

C R O S S R OA D S  P H A S E  I I

The Crossroads public space has been designed to provide a connection from 
the landing of St. Patrick’s Bridge, Fort Calgary Edges, along 6th Avenue 
SE, and RiverWalk. It incorporates an expanded community garden, public 
seating and children’s play area with a circular plaza called The Wheel of 
Women, which honors and recognizes influential Calgarian women who have 
helped shape our civic thinking in the areas of: education, art, placemaking 
and development. The Crossroads project is expected to be completed by the 
end of 2015.

C E C I L  H OT E L  S I T E

This year CMLC will purchase the Cecil Hotel site from the Shareholder and 
will work to assess its heritage value and its development potential within the 
context of our master plan vision for East Village. Public engagement and 
communications will follow this process as we identify opportunities for the 
next stage of life for the Cecil Hotel site.

S T.  LO U I S  H OT E L

In 2015, the process will continue to prepare the St. Louis for its next chapter. 
The vision for the historic site is to restore and prepare the building to 
accommodate a variety of long term uses including retail, restaurant and 
mixed-use office space in the upper floors. We have formed a project steering 
committee to help guide the direction of this important historical asset and 
ensure it is revitalized into a dynamic public space. 

E N O C H  H O U S E 

Built in 1904/1905, Enoch House is located in Victoria Park, inside  
Enoch Park between 11th and 12th avenues SE and Macleod Trail – within 
The Rivers District. Working with The City of Calgary and our colleagues at 
Parks and Recreation, CMLC will assist in the relocation and restoration of the 
heritage building in support of a broader park redevelopment being executed 
by the Shareholder. 

Artist’s rendering of Charbar.
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R I V E R WA L K  S TAG E  2

RiverWalk Stage 2 envisions the extension of our much celebrated pedestrian 
promenade along the Elbow River and through Stampede Park. Stage 2 would 
complete the last two of the four kilometres of the pedestrian and cycling 
pathway as articulated in the 2008 master plan by Moriyama & Teshima. 
In 2015, we will work with area stakeholders and undertake community 
engagement activities to broadly communicate the proposed plans for future 
construction of RiverWalk. We will also conduct a transportation study to 
understand the impact to surrounding vehicular routes.  
 
FAC /C C C / I N F R A S T R U C T U R E 

As more and more infrastructure is completed and FAC/CCC maintenance 
protocols are followed, CMLC will work with The City to plan a proper and 
timely return of the asset to the Shareholder.

O N G O I N G  D E V E LO P E R  S U P P O R T  A N D 
R E D E V E LO P E M E N T  WO R K  
( N O N - I N F R A S T R U C T U R E ) 

In 2015, CMLC will continue to provide input on the new EV Area 
Redevelopment Plan (ARP) document, including the proposed CR-N district, 
and a Council decision on the new ARP is expected in the spring. The new 
ARP template, once approved, is expected to be the model for all new inner 
city ARPs, including West Village. 

CMLC continues to provide input on new blanket land use documents for EV, 
including new intensity (FAR) rules and density incentives. No deadline has 
yet been set by The City.
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An open and regular dialogue with our community stakeholders 
is critical to success in realizing the vision for East Village. 
CMLC’s strategic direction for community outreach and 
engagement is to encourage thoughtful input from all partners 
involved in redeveloping the area and to keep prospects and the 
general public engaged and interested in the process. 

CMLC reaches out to the public and the community in many 
ways, both in-person and virtually, across every platform. The 
importance of a robust media announcement schedule cannot be 
underestimated for the value it brings CMLC, the neighbourhood 
and our partners. These media efforts are augmented with 
quarterly newsletters and reports to the community, business 
to business presentations, EVE Magazine updates, e-blasts, 
and a robust social media/online strategy that continuously 
communicates CMLC’s progress within the neighbourhood and 
keeps East Village top of mind with our prospects.

P U B L I C /CO M M U N I T Y  E N G AG E M E N T

Performer entertains a crowd on RiverWalk Plaza.
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An extensive and focused public/community engagement program in support 
of the construction of the New Central Library was deployed in 2014 on a 
wide range of platforms and the communication channels of CMLC, The City 
of Calgary and the Calgary Public Library system: a project website page was 
created and newsletters distributed across the library system; dedicated social 
media feeds were created and regularly updated with news; public events 
were held to introduce the architectural design; the media was kept abreast 
of the ever-evolving story; a webcam was installed near the construction site 
to provide live updates of work on the site; a series of videos explaining the 
purpose and function of a New Central Library, as explained by members of 
all stakeholder groups, were shot and distributed across multiple platforms.  

In 2015 and the years ahead, CMLC’s proven communications strategies will 
keep Calgarians informed and excited about the project’s many construction 
milestones, including the end of LRT encapsulation, the beginning of 
construction and particularly, the choice of a project artist. Public art is an 
important element of the NCL plan, and in 2015, a public art plan and process 
will be described to Calgarians. The community will have an opportunity to 
view the submissions of the finalists, meet our volunteer art committee, be 
introduced to the creative process and learn how the installation will merge 
with the design of the building.

Last summer, we went to the streets to engage Calgarians, with the 
introduction of the East Village Crew, a group of young engaged Calgarians 
hired to greet visitors to events in East Village, visit neighbouring communities 
and to answer any questions they might have about news, events and progress 
in the community. These friendly and approachable young Calgarians were an 
effective new kind of ambassador for East Village during events where people 
were relaxed and open to conversation.  

In 2015, as more public spaces open, more opportunities will be created 
to interface with our neighbours, Calgarians, and new residents, our 
crew members will be seen online, at large-scale events and community 
announcements helping to celebrate the completion of the 5th Street Square, 
Crossroads, St. Patrick’s Island and other new infrastructure. 

N C L  E n g a g e m e n t E V  C r e w  E n g a g e m e n t
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CMLC has always enjoyed a strong working relationship with our 
longstanding community of seniors and their community organization, 
the East Village Neighbourhood Association (EVNA). During the flood 
event of June 2013, the CMLC team came to the aid of the area’s residents 
by mobilizing a triage centre (complete with community grocery store and 
essential services) inside the Golden Age Club. We have built a great deal of 
trust with our residents and we are proud to continue this work over the next 
phases of East Village development. 

With many new neighbours coming into East Village this year, new seniors’ 
programming efforts will focus on introducing new faces to old, and to 
the seamless integration of the two groups within the shared spaces of East 
Village. Meet your neighbour initiatives including Unpack East Village 
and East Village Open Doors will make seniors part of The Great 

Move-In of 2015.  

Seniors will also be engaged in the community garden relocation to the 
Crossroads area just up the street from its current location, and their access to 
it will be facilitated. We will continue our regularly-scheduled dialogues with 
the seniors’ community, and our support for their Canada Day activities and 
other events will be ongoing.

Since its opening in the fall of 2010, RiverWalk Stage 1 has become one of 
the city’s best-loved public spaces, with Calgarians using it year round for 
recreation, fitness, gathering and socializing. From an initial phase between 
Riverfront Lane and the old St. Patrick’s bridge, RiverWalk has grown to two 
kilometres, and includes the Bow River edges from Centre Street to the Fort 
Calgary Lands and continues along the banks of the Elbow River from the 
confluence to 9th Avenue SE. 

RiverWalk Stage 2 is planned to extend RiverWalk past 9th Avenue SE to 
Victoria Park, and as plans for this important extension begins, we will 
re-engage in conversations with stakeholders and the broader community 

around the master plan vision established in 2008 by Moriyama & Teshima 
and now being expanded upon by W Architecture. Our team will consult with 
experts within The City of Calgary to ensure a viable plan is advanced for the 
surrounding communities.

Finally, as part of the last chapter on RiverWalk Stage 1 the public – 
particularly those in Inglewood, Victoria Park and Ramsey – will be engaged 
in a process to select a new name for the Elbow River Traverse. Working 
within The City’s guidelines for naming pubic infrastructure, bridge names 
will be solicited from the public in Q3 of this year and presented to council for 
a final selection in Q4.

S e n i o r s ’  C o m m u n i t y  E n g a g e m e n t R i v e r Wa l k  S t a g e  2  E n g a g e m e n t
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The opening of St. Patrick’s Island to Calgarians this summer will be cause for 
considerable celebration as five years of master planning, public consultation, 
engagement and construction comes to fruition. Along with planned opening 
festivities and events CMLC will organize a volunteer based program – Friends 
of St. Patrick’s Island – to help to conceive and deliver ongoing community 
programs in an effort to introduce Calgarians to new Regional Park. Special 
educational programs will focus on the introduction of a public art installation, 
a 23-metre metal sculpture called The Bloom by Canadian artist Michel  
De Broin.

CMLC is currently delivering a new landscape infrastructure project in East 
Village called The Crossroads. The project, as the name suggests, represents 
the point of intersection of key physical elements of East Village – RiverWalk 
promenade, the new St. Patrick’s Bridge Landing and The Edges along 6th 
Street SE between East Village and Fort Calgary. The Crossroads program will 
contain public realm amenities, including community gardens, public seating 
areas and a children’s play zone. 

Connecting these elements will be a circular plaza constructed of basalt, a 
destination with utilitarian, artistic and celebratory roles. CMLC is imagining 
that the plaza – dubbed The Wheel of Women – will honour notable Calgary 
women who shaped the future of East Village and/or The City of Calgary. 
Particularly, we will celebrate women in the areas of art and culture, literacy 
and learning, community building and planning. The names of the women to 
be honoured will be presented to Calgarians in the summer of 2015.

S t .  P a t r i c k ’s  I s l a n d  E n g a g e m e n t C r o s s r o a d s  E n g a g e m e n t
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M A R K E T I N G  CO M M U N I C AT I O N S 

In 2015, CMLC marketing and communications will continue 
to deliver a comprehensive consumer marketing program – 
supported by a range of unique events and placemaking programs 
– that advance the vision of East Village. Our efforts will expand 
this year in consideration of new residents moving into the 
community and their integration with existing residents; the 
introduction of new developer partners; and the addition of a new 
community visitor centre, all of which will further reinforce the 
East Village brand story and our positioning as a desirable place to 
live, play and invest. 

Artist’s rendering of N3.
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2015 marks a pivotal milestone in the development of EV with the completion 
of two residential towers from Embassy BOSA and FRAM+Slokker that will 
welcome 800 new residents into newly-finished condominium homes – the 
first new homes in East Village in over a decade. The historic Simmons 
Building will reopen as a public gathering and restaurant space along the banks 
of the Bow River, and the 31-acre St. Patrick’s Island will welcome Calgarians 
as a rejuvenated regional park that all can enjoy. Indeed, the delivery of 
CMLC’s events and programming strategy will expand in the summer months 
to spotlight these key programs.

The 31-acre St. Patrick’s Island park will host a series of programs and events 
that highlight the transformation of the island: weekly nature walks, movies 
in the park, run clubs, live music and winter programming will activate and 
position the island as a city-wide, four-season destination. The East Village 
Event Crew (EC) and our volunteer community members will assist us in the 
delivery of programming on the island and along RiverWalk.

In August, the East Village lifestyle will be experienced as never before when 
residents and visitors will be invited to enjoy a one-of-a-kind riverfront 
restaurant/retail environment in the newly refurbished Simmons Building. 
Long viewed as one of the most significant commercial locations in Calgary, 
for its vantage point of the Bow River, Fort Calgary and St. Patrick’s Island, 
the historic landmark will offer a spectacular roof deck and a strikingly 
contemporary interior in which three unique restaurant operators will offer a 
variety of artisan dining experiences. The opening of the Simmons Building 
will create new opportunities for activities and events along the RiverWalk 
pathway and will further support the lifestyle experience being created in the 
community. A series of special events have been planned in conjunction with 
the tenants to spotlight the launch and bring together new and long-time 
residents of the community. 

Events and programs will continue to be delivered along RiverWalk and 
throughout East Village’s public spaces in 2015, including the new 5th Street 
Square and Crossroads. CMLC will continue to collaborate with event 
organizers, The City of Calgary events team and community members to bring 

new programs into the area and we will continue to execute our current stable 
of community events and programs, including Opera in the Village, Calgary 
Marathon, Beakerhead, Sled Island and Canada Day activities. These annual 
events are becoming synonymous with East Village, and our efforts draw more 
than 75,000 visitors to the community every year. This is key to our branding 
efforts to make this inner city community one of the most desirable in which 
to live.

Our developer partners will be encouraged to create their own special events in 
support of their marketing and promotional efforts. 

CMLC’s Art in the Public Realm program was created in response to the 
East Village Master Plan, which calls for a mix of both permanent and 
temporary public art in East Village. To highlight the public art program in the 
community, we will host a series of public art walking tours that allow visitors 
to discover the inspiration behind each of the installations. This year the tour 
will include a visit to St. Patrick’s Island to experience our third permanent 
public art piece – the installation, entitled The Bloom.

H e l l o ,  S i m m o n s !

Artist’s Rendering. Artist’s rendering of Cidewalk Citizen Bakery coming to EV.
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The East Village Sales and Experience Centre will continue to be the landing 
place for visitors interested in learning about the rejuvenation of East Village. 
The centre, manned by our highly-trained ambassador team, has enjoyed 
sustained success as the first point of contact with prospective residential 
buyers, visitors and investors interested in learning the story of the community. 
Since our opening in March 2012, the ambassadors have communicated the 
evolving story of EV to over 50,000 visitors!

Over the year, updates and modifications will be made to EVEC storytelling 
tools to inform prospects of the evolving progress of our development partners 
and their projects, and to support the introduction of two new developers: 
Knightsbridge Homes and Cidex Developments Ltd. In the EVEC, we will 
convey the messages of our additional developer partners through updated 
digital and print tools, by expanding our gallery of video features and training 
with developer partner staff and our ambassador/EV Crew staff in the 
consistent delivery of community messaging.

Cidex Developments Ltd. and the launch of EV’s first residential rental project 
presents a unique opportunity for our team this year. Market rental product 

opens the community up to more urban explorers who are, for various reasons, 
not ready for or interested in home ownership but who aspire to live in East 
Village because of its master plan thinking and amenities. The project will offer 
1, 2 and 3 bedroom rental units – perfect for young families – and a main floor 
space for child care service. 

With the anticipated 2015 introduction of Knightsbridge Homes, our newest 
residential developer partner, East Village will create a second sales centre and 
consumer interface point. This modular, temporary centre – which will be 
delivered by Knightsbridge Homes – will primarily spotlight Knightsbridge’s 
multi-family real estate project, which targets the Generation Y buyer. 

N3, as the building is known, is set for development along 4th Street SE near 
the New Central Library and the National Music Centre. To help orient and 
educate visitors about the larger East Village community, a member of CMLC’s 
ambassador team will staff a small branded kiosk inside the N3 sales office. The 
ambassador will employ our digital storytelling tools to provide an overview of 
the East Village vision and create an obvious connection to the primary East 
Village Experience Centre.

E v o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  E x p e r i e n c e  C e n t r e

CMLC’s Co-op marketing and communication program continues to play 
an important role in the delivery of the East Village brand experience  
for consumers. 

This partner-funded program strategically coordinates the delivery of 
community and residential progress messages to raise the profile of the 
neighbourhood. Over a variety of platforms and channels, the program 
delivers advertising, collateral brand tools, neighbourhood signage, community 
events and programs, consumer promotions and other marketing tools needed 
to engage consumers and build the EV brand story. 

Along with adding the financial resources of Knightsbridge Homes to the Co-op 
Marketing Program in 2015, we will also expand the program to include our 
cultural partners – the National Music Centre and the New Central Library. As 
both projects are now actively under construction and anticipating openings in 
2016 and 2018 respectively, we will further engage Calgarians in the construction 
progress of these important city-wide, attractions. Raising profile, awareness of 
and support for these cultural institutions is a means of supporting the broader 
Community Revitalization Levy targets of the community.

In collaboration with our developer partners Embassy BOSA and 
FRAM+Slokker, we will plan and deploy a Homeowner Program that will help 
orient new residents to the community and introduce new East Villagers to 
existing residents. This multi-layered program will include community event 
programs that foster a sense of community and inclusiveness amongst all 
residents, such as ‘Meet your Neighbour’ events and communication  
programs that provide for convenient, up to date access to community 
development information. 

Public announcements of progress in East Village grow confidence in the 
neighbourhood and support our broader corporate objectives. Favourable 
media coverage not only builds awareness of CMLC’s improvements within 
The Rivers District, but also supports the residential sales programs of our 
partners – which in turn builds our CRL contribution. We will continue 
to deliver a strategic media relations programs throughout the year that 
highlights the ongoing progress in the community – for 2015, messaging will 
be anchored in the very good news of the introduction of new residents to 
their spectacular new East Village homes and the many unique amenities that 
surround them.

C o - o p  M a r k e t i n g  P r o g r a m

Artist’s rendering of Cidex Development’s EV project.
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CALGARY CITY CENTRE, PHASE 1 (Cadillac Fairview)

THE KINGS ON FOURTH (La Caille)
3 EAU CLAIRE (Solex/GyTech)

THE MARK ON TENTH (Qualex-Landmark)
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KENSINGTON (Bucci)
LIDO (Batistella)

SAVOY (Truman)
AVENUE WEST END (Cressey-Grosvenor)

TEN MOUNT ROYAL (Maple)
ASTORIA ON TENTH (Arcus Developments)

VOGUE (La Caille)
6TH & TENTH (Lamb Dev. Corp.)

SMITH (Grosvenor)
ALBERTA BOOT (Great West Life)

RIVERFRONT POINTE (Carlisle Group)

SOBOW (M2i)
ORCHARD on 12 (Bucci)
FIRST (FRAM+Slokker)
FUSE (Embassy Bosa)
GUARDIAN I & II (Hon Tower)
THE CONCORD (Concord Pacific)
DISTRICT (Boulevard)
THE RIVER (Ledcor)
THE PARK (Lake Placid)

BRIDGELAND CROSSINGS (Apex City Homes)
AVLI on NINTH
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N3 (Knightsbridge) *Proposed

VICTORY & VALUR (Providence Corp)
BRIDGELAND HILL (Apex City Homes)

STEPS BRIDGELAND (Greenboro)
43 PARK (Vericon)
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2 0 1 5  L A N D  ST R AT E GY 

As CMLC watches the available land inventory in East Village 
dwindle, we continue to ensure that we are delivering on our 
master plan vision of creating density and mixed uses in the 
neighbourhood, while returning to our Shareholder the CRL 
benefits expected. All around our community competition  
is rising.
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1

4

1 .  C E C I L  H OT E L  S I T E

The acquisition of the old Cecil Hotel site is important to our community 
vision and master plan objectives. Prominently located, and at 43,000 square 
feet (approximately), the site is important to the Gateway character area of East 
Village. The site will be fully studied and this year to ascertain both its heritage 
and development value so that CMLC is able to describe to the development 
community its highest and best use.

2 .  R E M N A N T  PA R C E L  O F  B LO C K  1 2 7  
   ( N E W  C E N T R A L  L I B R A RY  S I T E )  

CMLC will work with The City of Calgary to transfer a properly sub-divided 
parcel of the New Central Library site back into our land inventory. With the 
parcel ownership in hand – and a design concept that describes a future use 
as commercial office space or hotel – we will undertake a national marketing 
program to identify a suitable development partner.

3 .  B LO C K  K  

As the last full city block within our land inventory, Block K carries many 
development challenges and community responsibilities. Not only does the 
Block represent the southwest extension of the pedestrian Riff, requiring a 
specialized planning approach, but it also needs to satisfy the remaining and 
expected condominium density to ensure we realize our Shareholder objectives 
on CRL capture. To assist us in readying the parcel for marketing, CMLC will 
re-engage our master planner, Broadway Malyan, to help design a concept that 
both engages the development community and delivers on our objectives.

 

4 .  H O S T E L L I N G  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  L E A S E 

Currently, The City of Calgary leases a building in East Village to the tenant 
group Hostelling International (Calgary Operations). The hostel sits within 
a block whose majority land owner is Copez Properties Calgary, and the 
developer is now planning to activate its land holdings. To ensure a broader 
sensibility to the development program and the community revitalization, 
CMLC will work with The City to take over the lease on the hostel operations 
to ensure the operator has a longer term position in the community.

5 .  B LO C K  R

With the sale of Block R finalized, to Cidex Developments Ltd., for the 
development of a residential rental program, the developer is now preparing 
a development permit for city review. This project is viewed as critical to our 
master plan aspiration of building an inclusive and accessible community, as 
apartment rentals are offer more flexibility to more people who are interested 
in an urban living experience. This project also brings an inventory of 
3-bedroom units into EV which will be attractive to young families.

I n  2 0 1 5 ,  o u r  L a n d  S t r a t e g y  w i l l  f o c u s  o n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g 
d i v e s t i t u r e s  a n d  a c q u i s i t i o n s :

Artist’s Rendering.
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CMLC prides itself on a holistic approach to brownfield 
development. We have planned and supervised the 
implementation of enormous and complex infrastructure projects, 
the ‘hardware’ of place; at the same time, we plan and manage the 
‘software’ of place – the events and programming that allow people 
to discover and enjoy the infrastructure we’ve put into place. 
Our board of directors provides oversight and inspiration to our 
ongoing strategic planning practice.

CORPORATE SERVICES

One section of an art installation by Calgarian artisit Ron Moppett along Riverfront Lane.
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21 3
GOVERNANCE AND POLICY

The Board of Directors of CMLC continues to provide strong, committed 
leadership to the Company, and a sub-committee of the board provides specific 
governance leadership. To further assist the Company in the delivery of its 
governance model, additional subcommittees focus on: Compensation & 
Human Resources, Audit, and Environment, Health & Safety.

At an operational level, employee manuals and policy updates will be carried 
out and CMLC will continue to operate in a transparent, timely, efficient 
manner and in the best interest of its sole Shareholder, The City of Calgary.

Corporate governance plays an important role in the way CMLC works with 
consultants and stakeholders to deliver all infrastructure projects, including 
the New Central Library. The needs and wishes of the three key stakeholders 
in the New Central Library development – The City of Calgary, The Calgary 
Public Library and CMLC – must be balanced in conjunction with a strong 
governance plan for the project to be successful. 

CMLC will also work to formalize our corporate responsibility plan to ensure 
that consistent strong values are exhibited throughout our operations

STRATEGIC PLANNING

The CMLC Board and staff are committed to bringing ongoing value to our 
Shareholder and ultimately the citizens of Calgary. Our Shareholder has 
expressed the wish that CMLC identify strategic opportunities outside The 
Rivers District, believing that CMLC offers a unique skill set, and that the 
talents used to stimulate redevelopment of East Village could be employed 
in other parts of Calgary. A number of strategic opportunities have been 
identified and discussed with the Shareholder, including projects in West 
Village, 17th (International) Avenue SE, and potential future Transit Oriented 
Development sites. These potential development plans are being evaluated and 
will be presented to the Shareholder for their consideration and approval as 
they are fully developed.

ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS

A significant component of CMLC’s administrative operations involve 
ongoing support of the infrastructure delivery and development deals that 
we’ve entered into. We ensure adherence to the master plan through the 
design process, and we assist CMLC’s partners in the development permit 
process with The City of Calgary where necessary.

Other administrative operations include: ongoing information technology 
support; overseeing all building operations; continuous accounting and 
financial analysis; contracting and purchasing; ongoing review of CMLC’s 
employee policy manual; and the formalization of CMLC’s operating  
best practices.
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CMLC’s financial strategy for 2015-2016 represents a 
synthesis of plans and project information current to 
December 2014. The following financial analysis comments 
on the four main aspects of our financial strategy – the 
Community Revitalization Levy, project costs, debt 
financing and administrative costs. 

Although certain land sales are planned to close during 
2015, and further land acquisitions may be contemplated, 
these amounts are not included in the cash flow projections 
as the nature of the contracts may allow for the closings to 
be deferred.

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
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C O M M U N I T Y  R E V I TA L I Z AT I O N  L E V Y  (C R L )

The CRL continues to be the primary source of revenue for CMLC and has 
appeared on the property tax bills since 2008 for residents living within The 
Rivers District. The estimated total CRL for 2015 is $38 million.  

The projected estimates CRL for 2015-2016 are based upon the estimates of 
the projected tax rate increase for 2015 and the actual 2014 assessment values 
for The Rivers District as well as projected values for 2015. 

We continue to be conservative in estimating the future CRL as it is based 
upon projecting future incremental property tax assessments resulting from 
new development in The Rivers District.

I N T E R E S T  I N C O M E

Interest income represents the funds earned on cash balances or  
investments held by CMLC.

R E N TA L  I N C O M E

Rent represents income earned from various land parcels owned by CMLC. 
Over the 2015-2016 period, rental income is projected to decline from 2014 
mainly due to the closure and the commencement of construction projects on 
several parking lots on which CMLC earned rental revenues.

OT H E R  I N C O M E

This income is the fee earned to cover the administrative costs of CMLC when 
we complete project work on behalf of third parties.

REVENUES
ESTIMATED ACTUAL

2014
PROJECTED

2015
PROJECTED

2016

Community Revitalization Levy  32,080,555 38,000,000 40,000,000

Interest Income 261,386 90,000 100,000

Rental Income 278,029 60,000 60,000

Other Income 918,982 850,000 850,000

TOTAL REVENUE 33,538,953 39,000,000 41,010,000

A P P R OV E D  P R OJ E C T  C O S T S

To the end of December 2014 we have obtained approval from our 
Shareholder, The City of Calgary, to undertake $357.6 million in projects and 
the following table indicates the total budget, estimated spend to December 
2014 and planned spending for 2015-2016:

PROJECT APPROVED 
BUDGET

SPENT TO  
DEC 2014

ESTIMATED 2015 
SPEND

ESTIMATED 2016 
SPEND

($ millions)

4th Street Underpass $60.0 $54.8 $1.0 -

RiverWalk – Stage 1 & Stage 2 Planning $23.0 $22.0 $0.8 -

East Village Infrastructure $133.0 $100.0 $11.0 $13.0

Heritage Buildings $15.5 $8.9 $5.5 $1.1

Environmental $10.0 $6.7 $1.5 $0.5

Strategic acquisitions and tenant improvements $18.0 $13.7 $3.0 $1.3

St. Patrick’s Bridge $25.0 $25.0 - -

St. Patrick’s Island $20.0 $15.9 $4.1 -

New Central Library - CMLC contribution $70.0 - - -

New Central Library - City contribution $175.0 $17.5 $39.8 $70.0

Victoria Park Planning $0.5 - $0.5 -
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N E W  P R OJ E C T S  C O S T S

H E R I TAG E  B U I L D I N G S  – CMLC will assist The City’s Parks 
and Recreational department by relocating and restoring the historic Enoch 
House. The building is located in Victoria Park and last year $500,000 was 
approved for planning work. We will use this amount towards the relocating 
and restoration of building. A further $2.5 million is requested in order to 
complete this work. No borrowings will be required as this work will be 
funded directly from CRL.

S T R AT E G I C  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  – In 2013 the Shareholder 
approved $1million to begin preliminary assessment of new strategic 
opportunities outside The Rivers District and East Village identified by The 
City of Calgary. We would like to continue detailed analysis on the West 
Village opportunity and work on the further environmental, conceptual 
transportation and utility plans in the area. We are therefore requesting for 
an additional $1 Million in order to complete this work.  This amount will be 
funded directly through our other revenue and will not require borrowings.  

R I V E R WA L K  S TAG E  2  – As part of the 2015-2016 business plan 
update, CMLC is requesting approval for funding allocations. Firstly, an 
additional $11 million in funding is requested for River Walk Stage 2 to be 
undertaken in 2015-2016. Planning work was started in 2014 and will be 
completed in 2015 at the point at which construction is contemplated to 
commence. This project is requesting an approval for debenture financing 
through The City of Calgary. Accordingly, new borrowing and loan bylaws 
will be required to be issued by The City of Calgary.

F U T U R E  R I V E R S  D I S T R I C T  P R OJ E C T S  – In 2015 we 
will undertake exploratory planning work on the following future projects 
within The Rivers District: a pedestrian and cycling strategy; 9th Avenue 
Inglewood Bridge and SE Setway (Rivers District portion); and, National 
Music Centre support. This may provide an ability for CMLC to free up City 
funds for other purposes. An amount of $1million is requested to complete 
this work. Specific approval requests for these projects would come at a later 
date. This amount will be funded directly through the CRL, so no borrowings 
will be required.

C O S T  E S C A L AT I O N 

Since the inception of CMLC in 2007, we have been fortunate to be able to 
avoid periods of high cost escalation in the construction industry in Calgary. 
In fact, a surplus of trades and the resultant downward price pressures from 
2008 to 2010 afforded CMLC the opportunity to negotiate favourable pricing 
on various contracts. As we look forward to the next three-year period, 
and as the construction industry continues to see many new large projects 
announced and begin construction in Calgary, CMLC will continually 
monitor the industry and use existing best practices in contracting to 
minimize the effect of cost escalation on our current and future projects.

D E B T  F I N A N C I N G

In conjunction with the above approved projects, four loan bylaws totaling 
$275.5 million have been approved by The City. To the end of 2014, $190 
million will have been advanced against these loan bylaws. Over the next two 
years, it is anticipated that $15 million in 2015 and $15 million in 2016 will be 
advanced to fund ongoing project construction.

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N  C O S T S 

CMLC’s ongoing objective is to manage administrative costs in a prudent 
and efficient manner. As noted, CMLC’s administrative costs as a percentage 
of CRL earned during the year are steadily declining. Increases in the 2014 
administration budget are resulting from the requirement to increase 
resources to ensure proper support for the New Central Library project, as 
well as for the assessment of strategic alternatives to be undertaken in 2014.

ADMINISTRATION COSTS
ESTIMATED ACTUAL

2014
PROJECTED

2015
PROJECTED

2016

Sales Centre & Co-op Marketing 318,572 345,000 350,000

Community Relations & Marketing 950,839 1,375,000 1,200,000

Strategic Opportunities 710,092 620,000 380,000

General & Administration 3,141,653 3,400,000 3,400,000

TOTAL ADMINISTRATION 5,121,156 5,740,000 5,330,000

DEBT FINANCING
ESTIMATED ACTUAL

2014
PROJECTED

2015
PROJECTED

2016

Interest Expenditures  6,373,882  7,000,000 7,200,000

Principal Repayments 3,682,488 11,700,000 12,600,000

TOTAL DEBT REPAYMENTS 10,056,370 18,700,000 19,800,000

R I S K  A S S E S S M E N T 

CMLC continues to monitor the ever-changing economic and marketplace 
conditions that impact the Calgary real estate and construction markets. 
Consistent with prior years, if conditions warrant, CMLC would quickly 
reassess our position in relation to our financial model and make any 
adjustments necessary. Currently, no adjustments are anticipated to be 
necessary, given the conservative nature of our planning. While it is too early 
to assess whether we will hit the best case scenario for CRL revenues, ongoing 
global financial volatility, as well as local market impacts, do not appear to 
have the potential to reduce revenues below our base case revenue projections. 
CMLC continues to live within its means and operate conservatively with 
projects it undertakes.
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